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Summary
Automated fluorescence microscopes enable biologists to acquire large amounts of biological images
that contain clues to important scientific discoveries. Because these datasets can contain hundreds of
images, computational approaches are required to e ciently analyse these datasets. However, many
biologists lack the programming experience and knowledge necessary to design such approaches and
therefore rely heavily on software solutions. Unfortunately, freely available software lack e cient
dataset browsing capabilities and often su er from bloated and complicated interfaces, preventing
many biologists from easily analysing the data themselves. Here we introduce two pieces of software
: PSFj and ImageJFX, that both o er clean, modern and practical interfaces that enable biologists
to browse, assess, correct and analyse large image datasets by creating simplified image processing
workflows. PSFj estimates the microscope quality, allowing the biologists to assess the reliability of
the microscope data, while ImageJFX reduces the time spent on handling complicated datasets as
well as increasing raising analysis reproducibility. By reducing the e ort and time required to devise
computational protocols, simplified image analysis software can truly lower the barriers of knowledge
extraction and accelerate scientific discoveries.
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Zusammenfassung
Mithilfe automatisierter Fluoreszenzmikroskope können Biologen große Mengen von Bildern gener-
ieren, die wichtige Informationen für ihre Forschung enthalten. Da solche Datensätze meist hunderte
von Bildern enthalten, sind für deren e ziente Analyse computergestützte Auswertungsverfahren
nötig. Vielen Biologen fehlt jedoch die Fähigkeit und die Erfahrung passende Programme für ihre
Analysen zu entwickeln, daher müssen sie auf bestehende Softwareangebote zurückgreifen. Frei er-
hältliche Software haben oft eine komplizierte Benutzeroberfläche und beinhalten keine Möglichkeit,
die Datensätze gezielt zu durchsuchen, was Biologen die e ziente Analyse ihrer Daten erschwert.
Im Folgenden werden zwei Softwares vorgestellt: PSFj und ImageJFX. Beide besitzen eine
moderne und anwenderfreundliche Benutzeroberfläche und vereinfachen den Prozess der Bildverar-
beitung. Biologen wird es dadurch ermöglicht, große Bilddatensätze zu durchsuchen, zu beurteilen,
zu korrigieren und zu analysieren. PSFj bewertet die Qualität des Mikroskops, wodurch die Aus-
sagekraft der Daten beurteilt werden kann. ImageJFX reduziert die Bearbeitungszeit komplizierter
Datensätze und verbessert zudem die Reproduzierbarkeit der Analysen. Diese vereinfachten Bildanalyse-
Software verringern den Aufwand und die Zeit passende computergestützte Auswertungsprotokolle
zu entwickeln. Dadurch können biologische Wissensbarrieren überwunden und wissenschaftliche
Entdeckungen beschleunigt werden.
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1 Introduction
Technical advances in automated microscopy made medium-throughput experiments more accessible
for biologists. Fluorescence microscope installation commonly found in facilities now include cam-
eras, stages, set of filters, all controlled by a desktop PC which automates not only the acquisition of
multiple images, but also controls every aspect of the microscope, thus enabling complex experimen-
tal workflows. These medium throughput acquisitions generate relatively large datasets, leaving the
biologists with hard drives full of images which need to be analyzed using computational methods.
The task often involves browsing, opening images, correction and object detection using di erent
software and often requires scripts. In order to become familiarized with the data and to plan the
data analysis, the user needs to open and inspect many images by hand. Especially in medium
scale experiments that are too small for the development of a fully professional bioinformatic image
analysis pipeline, but are also too large for purely manual data analysis, this image inspection is time
consuming and rather ine cient. One reason for this is the need to select files individually using
the ordinary file browser o ered by standard PC operating systems. The other reason is that many
scientific data types for images are container formats that require the opening of large files, even if
the user only desires to inspect a subset of the contained images. However, most file explorers found
in common operating systems cannot handle the complexity of scientific images. While scientific
image indexing software exist, they often require server installations or account subscriptions in the
context of cloud solutions. No convenient, small scale, single user-oriented solutions exist that en-
able rapid exploration of medium scale data sets. Another bottleneck in image analysis that applies
particularly to the analysis of medium scale data sets comes from the fact that scripting of data
analysis pipelines is time consuming, and often outside of the capabilities of the biologist. Again,
software solutions exists to create image analysis workflows using graphical tools, but building image
analysis workflows using such software is also complex and time consuming, because the way these
workflows are built and organized is also similar to script structure. Moreover, a lot of software
that is commercially available for scientific image analysis is expensive and therefore access to the
software is often only possible through institute facilities. This e ectively prevents such software
from becoming a daily accompaniment similar to standard o ce software such as Word or Excel. In
the following sections I will first introduce some concepts in cell biological research that are relevant
to the topic of my thesis (Sections ‘From cells to pixels’). Then I will discuss the technical aspects
of cell imaging, from microscopic instruments to di erent aspects of image acquisition. Finally, I
will introduce and discuss di erent aspects associated with the computational analysis of the data,
starting with the correction of various artifacts to di erent image formats and analysis methodolo-
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gies. In the last section of the introduction I will try to define the user of microscopes better and
I will discuss di erent available commercial and non-commercial software solutions. Finally, I will
introduce the most widespread open source software for scientific data analysis, Image J.
1.1 Introduction to high resolution microscopy of cells
1.1.1 Introduction to cell structure and machinery
Figure 1.1: Representation of DNA location inside an eucaryotic cell.
A cell is the basic functional unit of any living organism. It’s composed of a plasma membrane
constituted of phospholipids that encloses the cytoplasm. There are two main groups of cells:
procaryotes and eucaryotes. Both possess a molecule called deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) which
contains the information required for cells to self-replicate. While prokaryotic DNA is free-floating
inside their plasma membrane, eukaryotes possess a nucleus which encloses their genetic information,
along with other compartments which fulfill specific functions (Figure 1.1)1.
The DNA molecule contains information in the form of sequences composed of 4 di erent
nucleotides encoding for a functional product. The DNA molecule is double stranded and folds
into a double helix stabilized by interactions between complementary nucleotides. Genes are units
of DNA which code for a particular product, either protein or RNA. Genes usually start with a
specific sequence of nucleotides called the “start region” which marks the beginning of the gene.
Genes usually code for a protein. In order to express these proteins, the cell requires special a
machinery, itself composed of proteins, that recognizes the start region of the gene and initiates
protein expression[1].
1Source : https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Eukaryote_DNA.svg
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Protein expression happens in main two steps: transcription and translation. The transcription
creates a messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) molecule, which is single stranded and complementary
to the DNA sequence. This process is performed by a specific protein called RNA polymerase which
recognizes the start region, binds the DNA and starts synthesizing the mRNA. The mRNA then
leaves the nucleus through nuclear pores and travels to the cytoplasm or the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), where the protein translation happens. A protein structure called a ribosome intercepts
the mRNA and translates the sequence into a protein by assembling di erent amino-acids which
compose the final protein. Once the translation is complete, the newly synthesized protein may
undergo further modifications in the ER or other cell compartments. Protein function is heavily
dependent of the protein shape, so there exist multiple systems in place that help with protein
folding and quality control. Molecular chaperones, such as heat shock proteins (HSPs), assist the
proteins in acquiring their correct structure. If the proteins fail to fold properly or are otherwise
damaged, for example by being exposed to denaturing conditions, quality control mechanisms in the
ER, Golgi, cytosol, nucleus and at the cytosolic membrane recognize the aberrant proteins and mark
them via ubiquitination for degradation.
Proteins, depending on their function are destined for several di erent locations. They can stay
in the cytosol, ,be targeted to specific compartments or destined for secretion. Some proteins remain
in the cytosol, while others are inserted into the membrane, termed transmembrane proteins, which
can either be targeted to the cytoplasmic membrane or the membrane of a cellular compartment
where they can fulfil their function. Disruption in protein production, degradation, modification,
localisation or quality control can have very serious consequences for the cell and are the causes
of many diseases. Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), as well as many types of cancer are all caused by the overaccumulation of aberrant proteins
or mislocalization of proteins. Therefore, it is of vital importance to design methods for studying
proteins in order to fully understand the cause of the diseases and later develop therapies.
Immunofluorescence staining uses antibodies associated with chromophores in order to target
specific structures or part of molecules. There are two types of immunostaining : direct and indirect.
With direct staining, the antibody coupled with the chromophore binds the targeted molecule directly
while in indirect immunostaining, the chromophore coupled antibody binds another antibody specific
for the targeted structure. In both cases, the coupled chromophore is referred as reporter and can
either be a fluorescent protein, fluorescent dyes, or enzymes that catalyze chromogenic, fluorogenic
and chemiluminescent reactions. Immunostaining can be used used in both, fixed and live cells. The
advantage over fluorescent protein tagging is that there is no need to genetically modify the protein
itself, which could potentially alter it’s behavior. However, the antibodies themselves could be large
enough to interfere with the protein function. Also, they only mark the proteins for a certain amount
of time since they are eventually degraded in the cell, whereas the fluorescent protein tag is able to
mark the proteins from is production till its degradation.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) couples a chromophore with a single DNA strand
that binds DNA or RNA. This techniques enable studying of gene expression. Chemical fluorescent
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probes are similar to chemical dyes discussed previously.
Chemical reagents possessing fluorescent properties bind specific cellular structures in order
visualize them with fluorescent microscopes. Di erent chemicals with di erent binding specificities
are available on the commerce. Fluorescent probes are also commonly used to label cell structures,
and they are not only limited to proteins. DAPI and Hoechst are often used to label DNA, while
NBD, BODIPY and polyene-fatty acids can label lipids[7]. Fluorescent dyes have the advantage
that they are very small and therefore interfere less with the cellular function than antibodies of
fluorescent proteins, however, not all structures can be labeled with them directly. But as said
before, most of these techniques require the cells to undergo many preparation steps which prevent
in vivo studies. With the advances of bioengineering and gene manipulation, molecular tagging
became quickly widespread.
1.1.2 Di erent methods to label cell structures
When observed with wide-field microscopes, many cellular structures or molecules appear transpar-
ent or present very limited contrast on the image. In order to reveal and study these molecules, many
techniques have emerged in conjunction with microscopy advances. The first staining techniques
used chemical dyes that would fix and colorate specific structures under conventional microscopes.
These chemical dyes are still used today in histological pathology in order to reveal diseases which
manifest by changes of cellular structures. Afterward, fluorescence microscopes emerged.[? ] Flu-
orescence microscopy uses a specific laser to excite chromophores that label specific structures or
proteins. These chromophores emit light in a specific wavelength which is filtered by the microscopes
in order to form an image containing only the light coming from the labelled structure. There exist
two main fluorescent labeling techniques : fluorescent staining and molecular tagging. Fluorescent
staining uses dyes which fixes on specific structure or molecules. However, these techniques often
involve toxic chemicals. The cells must be fixed before staining which prevent imaging of living cells.
Molecular tagging involves fusioning genes of the targeted protein with a fluorescence protein. In
this section, mainly fluorescence staining techniques will be introduced while molecular tagging will
be presented more in detail in the next section.
1.1.3 Protein tagging using fluorescent proteins
A common technique for observing the behavior of proteins inside the cells and studying their
function is a process called fluorescence tagging. Using bio-engineering techniques, a DNA sequence
coding for a fluorescent protein is inserted inside the area coding for the targeted protein. This can
be performed either inside the cell genome, or on a plasmid, an extrachromosomal piece of DNA.
Tagging is usually performed at the N- or C-terminus of the protein, though tagging can also be
performed inside and internal domain, depending on the structure and function of the protein.
When the tagged protein is expressed, both domains, the one of the tagged protein, and the
domain of the fluorescent protein, are translated as a single complete sequence. This chimeric protein
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behaves like the original targeted protein, but its fluorescent part enables scientist to follow it with
fluorescence microscopy techniques. Using this technique, protein localization, motility, interaction
and quantity can be traced and analysed. The advantage of fluorescent tagging over other imaging
techniques is that is can be done in vivo and in real-time, in comparison to other methods, such as
immunohistochemistry which usually requires the cells to be fixed.
1.1.4 Introduction to fluorescent proteins
Fluorescence is the emission of light after absorption of photons sent by the excitation beam. The
first known fluorescent protein, the green fluorescent protein (GFP), was discovered in jellyfish. Its
sequence was characterized and later modified and optimized for fluorescent tagging. Like other
proteins, fluorescent proteins are composed of amino-acids which fold into a functional protein after
translation. However, the chromophore, the region responsible for protein fluorescence, doesn’t
activate directly after folding. The 3 amino-acids that compose the chromophore undergo post-
translational modifications that give it its active form. The maturation time of fluorescent protein
depends of it nature. The wild type GFP takes about 50 minutes to mature while one an engineered
variant called Super-Folding GFP, requires only 3 to 6 minutes for maturation. When a photon
hits the chromophore, the chromophore absorbs the photon and enters a higher energy level called
excited state. The transition to the excited state depends on the photon energy and its wavelength.
As the excited stage is unstable, the chromophore must release the acquired energy. However, the
release doesn’t occur in one step but in several smaller steps, each one emitting energy through
heat, molecular vibrations or photon of lower energy which is then captured by light microscopy.
1.1.5 Photon detection and image numerization
Fluorescence microscopes collect the photons emitted after excitation of a fluorescent protein in
order to produce an image of the protein pool across the sample. The main components of a light
microscopes include a light source, an objective, an excitation and an emission filter, and a light
sensor. The light source emits photons which are directed by a dichroic mirror to the sample and
excites the fluorescent proteins, which in turn emit photons of lower energy in every direction. A
fraction of the emitted photons are detected by the objective and then pass through an emission
filter which allows only photons of specific wavelength window to reach the camera.
The shutter of the camera opens in order to let the photons hit the CCD sensor. The CCD
sensor is composed of many wells, each one representing a pixel of the image. Those wells contain
photodetectors and are connected to the electronics, which convert photons to electrons. The
more photons hit the surface of the well, the more electrons are produced and trapped in the well.
Consequently, the voltage generated by the electron trapped in the well is measured and the well is
emptied. This last phase is called the readout. The number of photons hitting the well will depend
on the protein abundance, the exposure time, laser intensity, as well as the excitation wavelength,
excitation/emission filters. The exposure time defines how long the shutter remains open. Once the
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electrons are trapped in the well, they are measured and retrieved from the CCD one after the other
and amplified in order to be transformed into a pixel intensity.
Each pixel from the camera stores a photon count in a form of a voltage which is translated to
a numeric value. Noise, due to the installation, appears during the readout and may a ect the final
value. The values of all the pixels of the detector are transferred to the computer memory which
can then be displayed on a screen and saved as a numeric image.
1.1.6 The main types of fluorescence microscopes
Fluorescence microscopy plays an important role in investigating the activity of cells by visualizing
diverse fluorophores. There are many flavours of fluorescence microscopes. In this introduction, we
will cover the most often used.
Widefield microscopy
Widely used, the widefield microscope uses a collimted beam of light to illuminate the entire specimen
and excite fluorophores h. The emitted light is collected by the objective and redirected through
dichroic filters to the observer’s eye or to a digital camera. The dichroic filters are special optics
which only let photons of a specific wavelength range through and reflects the rest. The filter
window should align with specimen emission spectrum. Modern fluorescence microscopes often
contain mechanized chambers that contain a set of di erent filters and enable automatic filter
switching. [12]
Confocal microscopy
Confocal microscopy adopts a di erent approach to image acquisition and illumination of the sam-
ple. A lens focuses the excitation beam on a smaller volume of the sample. Similar to widefield
microscopes, the reemitted light is filtered and directed to a detector. Additionally, a pinhole placed
in front of the detector eliminates the out-of-focus light. Because of the smaller excitation beam,
the detector doesn’t record a full 2D image but rather the light of a specific point of the sample.
A full image can be reconstructed using computational approaches by moving either the sample or
the focus point of the beam. By eliminating the out-of-focus light using a pinhole and limiting
the excitation volume, the detected signal contains less noise. However, acquisition of large areas
requires more time compared to wide-field microscopy, thus limiting imaging speed. [12]
Light-sheet microscopes
Light-sheet microscopes use a cylindrical lens in the excitation optical path in order to excite a
plane in the sample with a sheet of light with thicknesses ranging from hundreds of micrometers
to hundreds of nanometers. The illuminated plane coincides with the focal plane of the detection
objective. This is possible, because the illumination and detection light paths are separated, in
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contrast to the previously mentioned techniques. The fact that only the focal plane is illuminated
implies that phototoxicity and limits out-of-focus fluorescence is reduced, raising the contrast of the
image. [13].
1.1.7 From low to high-throughput microscopy
Medium-throughput microscopes are composed of the fluorescence microscope presenting several of
its elements connected to a computer. For instance, the stage moves the sample in three dimen-
sions, allowing computer controlled acquisition of multiple positions across the sample. The filter
chamber can switch the emission filter in order to record photons from the di erent wavelengths. In
medium throughput microscopy, the sample is often spread on a plate containing di erent wells with
transparent bottoms. Microscopy software allows the biologist to program automated acquisition
that will generate multiple images with little human interaction and leading to datasets ranging
from a few megabytes to several hundreds of gigabytes. The amount of images generated by these
experiments often requires computational methods in order to be analysed.
1.1.8 Typical artifacts in fluorescence microscopy
During image acquisition, light sensors in fluorescence microscopes capture photons emitted by
the sample and transform them into numeric images. Due to the nature of the equipment, the
acquisition is subject to multiple sources of noise and artifacts. In order to express the quality of
photon detection, the signal-to-noise ratio is used. Indeed, the value produced by this detector
is a combination of the photons emitted from the sample and the noise generated by electronical
equipment. The signal-to-noise ratio characterizes the proportion between signal and noise contained
by this final value, thus indicates the quality of the measurements.
Noise introduced by the electronics
The shot noise is introduced due to the nature of light. Photons are packets of energy that hit the
detector. Each event is independent of the other, which means that for a fixed interval of time,
the probability that an event occurs follows the Poisson distribution. This in turn means that the
proportion of noise contained by the signal equals
p
N, where N is the number of photons that hit
the detector. Thus, increasing the number of photons, will raise the signal-to-noise ration since
SRN = Np
N
. Heat can also generate electrons inside the pixel, adding noise to the final value. In
order to minimize the generation of electrons due to heat camera chips are often kept at at negative
temperature. [4]
Artifacts introduced by the optical system
Refraction depends on the light’s wavelength. When acquiring two images at two di erent wave-
lengths from the same sample, a shift between the images may appear depending on the microscopy
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setup quality (coatings of optical elements) or alignment. These shifts can be localized to the
periphery of the field of view, or as a general axial shift.
Flatfield aberration results from an unevenness of the sample illumination. The periphery of the
image often presents less light than the center. While the previously discussed noise resulted from
the nature of light and from the detector, out-of-focus fluorescence comes from the refraction of
light by the medium and the cell themselves, as well as from auto-fluorescence of the medium or
the cells.
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1.2 Image analysis
The image analysis of digital microscopy images is quite complex. The nature of digital images,
their visualization, the abundance of microscopy formats and the inherent complexity of processes
that these images may undergo, all contribute to the complexity of the field, and also raise many
challenges which must be tackled with computational resources. In this introduction on image
analysis, I will briefly present the structure of digital images and why understanding their nature
plays an important role during their visualization. Thereafter, I will introduce di erent microscopy
images formats and the challenges posed by proprietary formats. Finally, I will describe the structure
of an image analysis workflow and present the di erent approaches available to create them.
1.2.1 Introduction to digital images
Digital images are numerical representations of two dimensional images. The numbers are encoded
in binary code which allow storing and processing on computational systems. The binary code can
represent numbers using bits, small units taking either the value 0 or 1. By using sets of N of bits,
it is possible to encode 2N di erent values. Depending on how many bits are used to encode pixels,
the range of values that the pixel can take is di erent. For instance, by encoding an image using
8-bit pixels, each pixel can take a value between 0 and 255. Alternatively, by using 16-bit, the range
raises to 65656 di erent values. However, it also raises the size of the whole image because for the
same dimension, twice as many bits are used. Colored images are represented using 3 sets of 8 bits
(bytes) for each pixel, with each set corresponding to a level of red, green and blue. By mixing these
three levels, the screen reproduces the original color. However, since microscopy images represent
photon count rather than pure colors, it is common to encode using grayscale encoding like 8-bits
or 16-bits. When processing, in order to gain precision in calculation, it is common to switch to
32-bits float pixel encoding which supports floating point numbers. [6]
1.2.2 Visualizing microscopy images
Understanding the specificities of microscopy image visualization is important when assessing the
data quality. Since microscopy image can take large range of values in a single image, their visual-
ization is lossy, meaning information is lost or hidden during the process. If the scientist don’t tweak
or modify the visualization when examining microscopy images, they can easily overlook important
and miss important details. As stated before, the pixels of scientific images can be encoded into
8-bits, 16-bits, 24- bits or even 32-bit float numbers which have enormous value ranges. However,
most monitor screens can only display 256 shades of gray while the human eye can only di erentiate
about 900 shades of gray[8]. This implies that the data can either exceed the capacity of the screen
or fall behind our perception. In order to compensate the di erence between screen, perception and
data, look up tables associate a color to a data value in order to display the image on the screen.
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Figure 1.2: Microscopy data visualized using di erent LUT. An image of a cell was acquired
using a fluorescence microscope. The graphs on the photo shows a projection of the
intensity value across the yellow line drawn on each photo. For each visualization, the
data range from 250 to about 1000. Each intensity value is represented using the LUT
shown on the bottom of the image.
Look up tables store ordered colors, with the first color associated to the lowest value, and the
last color associated to the highest value of a defined range. If a pixel value exceeds this numerical
range, the first or last color is used to represent this pixel. The scientists can modify the range of
values displayed by the look up table. By raising the range minimum value, all the pixels under this
value will look the same but the contrast between the values above this minimum will raise, possibly
highlighting structures that were not visible before. In other words, understanding the nature of
LUTs and the consequences of their modification plays an important role when assessing the quality
of data.
1.2.3 The common image formats in microscopy
Digital images are stored on the hard drive using di erent file formats. A file format defines the
organization of the pixels inside the file. Without knowing the file format, it is impossible to read
the image. The location of the pixels inside the file can be found in a specific region which contains
not only the position of the pixels, but also additional information describing the content of the
image. The organization of these metadata is also dependant on the file format. Microscopy image
files often contain more complicated metadata and can store several images inside a single file.
For classical pictures and for the web, the main image formats are JPEG and PNG. These formats
are built to represent colored images and often operate lossy compression on the pixels. It means
that the original image may be degraded when saving using these formats. Additionally, they don’t
support multiple images in one file. In macroscopy the most commonly used file format is the TIF
format . The Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) is a non-proprietary format. While PNG and JPEG
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forces the storing of RGB or 8-bit grayscale pixels, the TIFF specification allows any length of bit
per pixel which enables the storing of images output by microscopy camera, which usually range
from 8 to 32 bits. TIFF also can also store multiple images in one file which is useful when saving
multidimensional acquisitions.
However, the TIF format wasn’t created to fit the needs of microscopy images and multidimen-
sional acquisitions. There is no normalized way to describe multidimensional acquisition inside a TIF
file metadata. In order to extend and standardize it, the Open Microscopy Environment invented
the OME-TIF Format[10]. This format uses a structure close to the TIF format, except that it
includes an additional XML file in the header of the TIF file. Using the XML format in order to
store the metadata greatly increases the flexibility of metadata storing. Indeed, the XML format is a
widely used text format that can hold the complexity and the hierarchy of microscopy data in both,
a human and machine readable format. It allows encoding of more complex information that can
be extended with few consequences. Since OME-TIF keeps the classic TIF structures, a normal TIF
library can extract the metadata from the image file in an XML format. The metadata can then be
decoded using the numerous XML libraries available for any common programming language. Al-
though the Open Microscopy Environment does provide specific libraries which are able to read and
open OME-TIF for some languages, having its metadata accessible by using two di erent common
technologies reduces the e ort needed to read the metadata using unsupported languages.
Figure 1.3: Example of OME-TIF XML document. This file shows how the informations are
structured in a XML File.
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1.2.4 Proprietary microscope image formats
Creating an open microscopy image format also was an e ort to o er an alternative to the abun-
dance of proprietary formats and the problem they pose. Several companies propose fluorescence
microscopes which are usually provided with their own image acquisition software solution. How-
ever, when multidimensional acquisitions emerged, the requirements of microscopy acquisition and
the importance of storing all the information related to the acquisition surpassed the capabilities
of the classic image format like the TIF format, pushing the manufacturers to invent their own
file formats which lead to a multiplication of microscopy images formats. In order to be read by
third party software and script languages, these formats need adapted libraries implemented by the
companies behind the format. However, these companies couldn’t possibly create a set of libraries
that covered the many programming and scripting languages used by the scientists.
Limited by the lack or the absence of libraries, the scientists find themselve reduced in their
choice of strategies. They either have to used specific softwares that support the format or convert
the files to more open format with a loss of metadata. Indeed, the conversion may cause metadata
loss, either because the target format can’t hold all the specific the metadata, or because the
converter implementation is simply too simple to include all the metadata.
1.2.5 The importance of image metadata in medium and
high-throughput microscopy
Medium and high throughput microscopy can both generate substantial amounts of images which
are analyzed using computational methods. Metadata contain information of each image and hold
important intelligence about their acquisition conditions and parameters. Being able to harvest this
information is of great importance during the analysis process for several reasons.
First of all, metadata can be used to query sub sets of images. Indeed, many processes are
specific to certain acquisition parameters. For instance, certain corrections are only applied to
images using a specific filter. By being able to know the location of these images inside each file
of the dataset, it’s possible to automate the processing of these specific images across the whole
dataset.
Metadata are also important during feature extraction. Object detection highlights biology
structures on microscopy images. Features related to the object shape and pixels are calculated
and extracted. However, without information about the object context, it is impossible to associate
these features to any biological meaning. By associating the extracted features to the acquisition
condition, the biologist can then give meaning to the features.
Additionally, most of metadata contained in microscopy files concern the acquisition conditions
generated by the microscopes. Metadata related to the experiment itself and fixed by the biologists
don’t appear in these files simply because most of acquisition software don’t provide ways to enrich
biology related metadata during the acquisition. It is often up to the biologist to add these metadata
either by keeping track of the acquisition or by using specific and defined naming schemes. As stated
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before, being able to enrich metadata in images would certainly give more possibilities for image
querying and precise biology knowledge extraction.
1.2.6 Structure of a typical analysis workflow
Figure 1.4: Illustration of the structure of a typical image analysis workflow.
In biology, the typical image analysis workflow inputs several images of biological material and
process them computationally in order to extract features that reflect biological events. In practice,
processing large dataset of images usually involve 3 main processing steps : correction, processing
and knowledge extraction.
The correction step involves processing the images with adapted algorithms in order to enhance
the acquisition quality and to reduce image artifacts. Depending on the field, the correction step may
have di erent goals. In quantification microscopy, it raises the significance of measured numbers
by raising the ratio between the signal and the noise. In other fields where distinguishing objects
from one to another is more important, the correction step involves sharpening the image in order
to enhance object identification by human eye or by automated detection.
The second step is the processing steps and prepares the data for feature extraction. It encom-
pass many operations but can be summarized as the transformation of the data form before features
extraction. This transformation may include fusion of data into smaller group or rearrangement of
the data in a more practical way.
Finally, the feature extraction uses processed data and applies algorithms that detect objects
of interest in an image and outputs structured data containing feature information. These features
relate to the shape and to the nature of the pixel contained inside the object, for instance the total
area, the mean pixel value, etc.
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1.2.7 An example of image analysis workflow : fluorescence
quantification
In order to illustrate an image analysis workflow for fluorescence quantification, I will use a dataset
containing several fluorescence microscopy images of yeasts cells taken with a wide-field microscope.
The yeast strain was genetically altered by adding a GFP tag, a fluorescent protein, to the C-terminus
end of a membrane protein When the cell is expressing the cytoplasmic protein, the microscope is
able acquire images of the whole cell by detecting the fluorescence of protein pools located within
the cell membrane. Several images of this strain were taken and the level of fluorescence needs
to be quantified in order to compare it with another strain. Below, I will provide a step-by-step
workflow of a typical image analysis. First, since the analysis involves quantification, the signal-to-
noise ratio needs to be raised. In order to correct for illumination artifacts and eliminate the base
noise generated by the equipment, a darkfield image must be subtracted from each image, then the
illumination must be corrected with a flatfield correction algorithm. Once the correction is applied
to each image, the images are processed with a median filter that smoothes the images and avoids
pixels with high noisy values.
In the final step, cell identification must be performed. Since it was determined by observing the
dataset that the number of background pixels is higher than the number of cell related pixel, a value
representing the background level is determined for each image by calculating the median value of
all the pixels. This median value is used as a threshold which will be used to di erentiate between
pixels related to cells and pixels related to background. The threshold operation is applied and the
result is a black and white image. The pixels belonging to the cells are colored white while the
background pixels are colored black. In order to avoid lonely pixels due to background variation, two
binaries operations are applied to remove them. Thereafter, connected component algorithm detects
groups of white pixels and calculates their shape related features. These shape related features are
then used to measure the intensities of the pixels located inside each individual shape and compute
statistics which complete the list of features associated to each object.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the di erent steps of the image analysis workflow example.
The first picture show the RAW data using a cyan LUT. The background inequality
can slightly be visualized on the picture. The second picture represent the same image
after background noise subtraction and flatfield correction. The third image show the
picture after a threshold. The pixel with intensities higher than the threshold value
appear white while the rest of the pixel appear black. Finally, the fourth image show
the second image with a di erent LUT and with the object detected from the threshold
image using the connected component algorithm.
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1.2.8 Di erent approaches for creating an automated image analysis
workflow
In order to create image analysis, there exist two main approaches: scripting and software aided
workflows.
Scripts are usually the most e cient way to deal with batch analysis. It involves creating a text
file which describes how to process the data in a computer language. The computer converts the
file into processor instruction and processes the data. The advantage of scripting is that it gives the
user a large control over the data and its processing. It enables the modeling of complex operations
which can be shared later and used again via reusable pieces of code called libraries. However,
learning programming can be time-consuming, especially for biologists which are usually overloaded
with lab work.
An alternative to scripting is the use of graphical workflow builders. They provide interfaces
that allow the biologist to interconnect building blocks in order to create a data analysis workflows.
Each block corresponds to a step of the analysis like loading the image, apply a filter, saving the
image, renaming etc. KNIME[3] and Icy[5] proposes such possibilities with a large choice of actions
scaling from image analysis to decision making. However, these workflow builders often require the
user to find the blocks related to each action of the workflow, starting from going through a folder
to image processing, to the final image saving step. The learning curve is quite stip and the user
often needs a pre-existing workflow in order to deduct the logic of the batch processing.
1.2.9 Software for image analysis
Browsing software
Getting an overview from a dataset is not possible with a default operating system browser because
they don’t support the diversity and specificities of scientific image formats. Indeed, files generated
by microscopes often contain several images inside organized through di erent dimension like time,
channel or z position. Thus, they often use pixel encoding that are uncommon in mainstream media.
In order to bridge that gap, over the last years, many server based solutions were developed,
o ering biologist to upload their data in a remote computer in order to index them and visualize
them. While these solutions are useful for laboratories working on data shared by many scientists,
the team must either set up their own image server with solutions like OMERO[2] or subscribe to
an account on a dedicated web-service like BISQUE[9] and upload several gigabytes of data which
constitute a lot of e ort from a biologist who just need a one-time analysis of a medium-size dataset.
Thus, on server-based solutions, the speed required to open a single image and inspect it depends
highly on the user connexion speed.
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OMERO
The Open Microscopy Environment created a server-based solution called OMERO[2] that in-
dexes scientific images and secures them into a central place. OMERO[2] is delivered with a software
suite enabling the user to import, organize, view, analyse and even publish data from the server.
BISQUE
BISQUE[9] is an other server-based solution that enable users to store their images on the cloud.
BISQUE focuses on dataset annotation and dataset query based on these annotation. This solution
also proposes image analysis with Python, Matlab and ImageJ macros.
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KNIME
KNIME[3] is a data-mining software solution that integrates a graphical workflow builder. With
KNIME[3], the user build workflows by interconnecting nodes. Each node is a configurable processing
unit that inputs data, treats them and outputs their results. By interconnecting multiple nodes, the
user can build processing workflows that input data and extract meaningful information. KNIME[3]
originally focused on o ering blocks dedicated to mining and extracting information from data tables.
The solution expended their list of nodes, adding support for ImageJ plugins and image processing
operations.
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Icy
Icy[5] is a open source platform for bio-image analysis. It focuses on scientific image editing
and analysis reproducibility. Indeed, Icy contains a graphical workflow builder that emphasizes on
images processing operations and allows reproducibility of analyses. Icy[5] also contains an image
browser, although its filtering options is only limited to filenames.
ImageJ
Another common solution for image analysis and batch processing is ImageJ[15], formerly NIH
Image[15]. ImageJ is one of the most common software in life science when it comes to image
analysis. Its predecessor NIH Image was created in 1987 and evolved to ImageJ in 1990. Since then,
ImageJ has been cited 8315 times and in 2016 gave birth to a side project called Fiji which focuses
on life science applications and has itself been cited 3771 times. However, the user relies mostly
on macros, a scripted language, to define individual processing workflows, and applies it to several
images in the same folder. Thus, due to its application design that ties the user interface close
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to the data, handling medium and large sized datasets leads to a drop in performance because the
software creates and destroys image windows each time an image is processed. The other downside
of ImageJ is the library used for creating plugins. When implementing image processing algorithms,
the developer had to take into account the di erent types of pixel data, which often lead to plugins
only compatible with a certain type of pixels. However, in order to address these issues, a new
iteration of ImageJ was developed in 2015[14]. This new iteration uses a new plugin mechanism
that separates the UI from the image processing algorithms, which allows these algorithms to work
e ciently in batch processing contexts. Thus, ImageJ2 uses ImgLib2[11] as an image processing
library which helps in the creation of image processing algorithms that work transparently on every
type of pixel data. However, ImageJ2[14] user interface went through very few modifications of it
user experience.
1.3 Aim of the project
In this thesis, the first aim of was to provide for software that probe and detect artifacts for widefield
microscope and use the result of this detection in order to correct image artifacts before quantifica-
tion.
The second aim of the thesis was to propose a new interface for the popular software ImageJ2
which will simplify the user experience and enable them to create processing workflows easily and
without using complicated workflow builders or scripting.
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2 Software development and results
2.1 PSFj : quantification of microscope performance
The microscopes performance greatly a ects the quality of the acquired data, imposing the need
to control it prior to analysis in order to identify possible artifacts and devise strategies to correct
for them. A simple verification consists of calculating the e ective resolution of the microscope by
analysing the di raction pattern of a sub-resolution fluorescent beads. The result can be compared
to the theoretical resolution of the optical system in order to highlight possible defects and apply
necessary maintenance. Originally, this operation was done on a single bead and the result was
extrapolated to the whole setup. In collaboration with a theoretician, we developed a software
named PSFj that measures the resolution with multiple beads across the field of view, outputting
more detailed and more complete information. Not only can the general resolution of the microscope
be calculated and averaged, but the analysis can reveal zones of the field of view that are subject to
lower resolution. Additionally, analysis generated from two di erent emission wavelengths can reveal
and highlight local chromatic aberrations. PSFj was published in Nature Methods on 2014[16].
2.1.1 General principle
Figure 2.1: Example of an image of beads. Fluorescent beads are put on a coverslip and imaged
under a fluorescence microscope. The three images come from the same image stack
and show the beads at di erent zoom levels with di erent LUT
PSFj uses as input one or several image stacks of fluorescent beads scattered across the field of view.
After inviting the user to set the focal plane and adjust the detection parameters, PSFj detects the
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individual beads and extracts them from the image stack. The resolution of the microscope for each
bead is calculated by analysing the di raction pattern, following a Gaussian function. The results
for each bead are compiled into heat maps representing the general performance across the field of
view.
Figure 2.2: Example of PSFj output. This picture represents the distribution of the z-resolution
across the field of view. The heatmap color-codes the value, with green being the
expected resolution and red being worse than the expected. The two graphs on the
right represent the projection of the same values on the x-axis and the y-axis.
2.1.2 Calculating the resolution from a single bead
The resolution of a microscopy setup can be measured by fitting the 3D point-spread-function (PSF)
acquired with a fluorescent bead. After acquiring an image stack of the bead, the focal plane is
used to calculate the lateral resolutions while the pixels going through the center of the bead along
the z axis, are used to calculate the axial resolution.
The bead image at the focal plane presents a di raction pattern that follows a 2-dimensional
Gaussian function. The parameters of this Gaussian function are determined by fitting the image data
points with theoretical 2D Gaussian. Once the parameters are deduced, the resolution is calculated
for the long axis and the short axis by computing the full width in half maximum (FWHM) of the
corresponding Gaussian. A perfect optical system should show no di erence between the long and
short axis, indicating isotropic resolution for the x and y axes.
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Figure 2.3: Representation of 2D Gaussian functions with some of its parameters. The
2D Gaussian distribution was generated using an Octave script.
In order to calculate the axial resolution, all the pixels located along the vector parallel to the
z-axis and which goes through the center of the bead, are projected on a line. The projection is
fitted with a one-dimensional Gaussian function which accords with the di raction pattern of the
bead through the z axis. The 2D fit and 1D fit both use the measure of the FWHM of the Gaussian
in order to deduce the resolution. A slight correction that takes into account the size of the bead is
applied to the result. For more details concerning the calculation of the resolution, please refer to
supplementary material of the PSFj publication[16].
2.1.3 Sample preparation for performance quantification
Fluorescent beads (TetraSpec Microspheres, Thermo Fisher Scientific) of a size between 175 nm
and 200 nm are scattered on a glass plate following the manufacturer’s instructions. Smaller beads
can be manufactured but usually provide lower signal-to-noise ratio (cite article). The beads are
delivered in a liquid suspension which has to be diluted with mounting medium and placed on a
coverglass. A coverglass is placed on top of the glass plate, scattering the beads across the plate,
and both are then sealed with nail polish. The exact details of the operation details can be found
in the supplementary materials of the PSFj publication[16].
2.1.4 Loading the images into the software and types of analysis
In order to perform the analysis and accurate calculations, PSFj needs several pieces of information
concerning the optical system. Considering the amount of parameters the user has to input, the
configuration is scattered through many di erent screens. It avoids saturation of the screen and
makes the configuration process smoother. The first screen prompts the user to load the images
into the software. Since the size of certain image stacks can be potentially greater than the available
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memory, PSFj proposes visualization of the available memory in order for the user to monitor the
software capability. If the images exceed the memory capacity, PSFj avoids loading the entire image
in the memory and works from the hard drive. Although it slows down the calculation, it suppresses
saturated memory errors and enables the analysis to still take place.
Figure 2.4: PSFj first screen: loading single image stacks.
PSFj supports loading of mono and multi-channel image stacks. When dealing with multichannel
analysis, the user has to input the wavelength of each channel. The user can also run single-channel
analysis from several image stacks coming from the same optical system in parallel and compile the
results in order to decrease statistical fluctuations.
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Figure 2.5: PSFj first screen : multichannel loading. This screenshot shows the importation of
two bead stack acquired from two di erent wavelengths. The user has then to specify
the wavelength of each stack.
2.1.5 Filling information about the microscope
The next step involves inputting information about both the optical system and the image stack.
The user must enter the numerical aperture (NA) of the used objective, the refractive index of the
immersion medium and the size of the fluorescent beads. This information is used for the resolution
calculation after analyzing the di raction pattern. Additionally, it provides the theoretical resolution
of the microscope which is used for comparison with the measured one.
After inputting information about the microscope, the user must enter the calibration of the
image stack which enables the conversion of pixel distances into metric distances. In case the
user does not know the image stack calibration, an optional calculator inputs both the objective
magnification and the camera pixel size in order to compute it. These two parameters are usually
provided through the specification of the setup.
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Figure 2.6: Configuration screen for PSFj. On this screen, the user can enter di erent infor-
mation concerning the optical system and the acquired image.
2.1.6 Configuration of the bead detection
The next step involves the adjustment of the bead detection. The detection relies on three important
parameters : the focal plane, the detection threshold, and the substack size. PSFj pre-calculates
default values for each parameter based on the microscope information. However, the calculation
is only optimal when the stack presents a very high signal-to-noise ratio, which means that mis-
calculation may happen on lower quality images and impact the detection, hence the rest of the
analysis. In order to o er the possibility to get the fittest detection for any quality of input data,
PSFj proposes a specific screen that enables tweaking and visualization of the bead detection.
The first step of the detection adjustment involves selection of the focal plane. Once the focal
plane is defined, in the second step a threshold value is used to di erentiate the pixels belonging
to the beads from the pixels belonging to the background. Afterward, from this black and white
picture, a connected component algorithm groups all neighbouring pixels as belonging to the same
bead. By using this algorithm, PSFj avoids the user to specify manually the position of each bead.
Executed by hand, this task could take many minutes in cases where an image contains thousands
of beads. An alternative 3D versions of the algorithm can associate pixels close to each other in
the z axis and output the location of 3D object. Although this version of the algorithm doesn’t
need indication of the focal plane to locate the beads, it performs significantly slower than the 2D
algorithm. If the threshold value is changed, the whole detection must be reprocessed which can be
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quite annoying if the detection takes more than one minute, especially when several tests may be
required before settling on an optimal threshold. In order to save time and ease parameter tweaking,
it was decided to use a faster 2D detection. Despite that it forces the user to indicate the focal plane
of the image, the visualization is almost instantaneous and allows to quickly settle on the optimal
threshold.
Figure 2.7: Detection configuration in PSFj. The user must adjust the focal plane. The
software then detects the position of the bead on the focal plane. A green rectangle
indicates the detected beads along with the part of the image that will be extracted
with the beads. The threshold slider indicates the sensitivity of the detection while the
sub stack size indicates the size of the area that will be extracted for detection for each
individual beads.
Once the focal plane and the value of the threshold are selected, the user can adjust the size of
the extracted area for each individual bead. This parameter has no e ect on the bead detection but
plays an important role during the fitting. If the area is too small, the quality of the fit is degraded.
A minimal size is required in order to output the best fit. It has been shown in the PSFj publication
that this area should have the size of about 5 times the theoretical resolution. Knowing this, PSFj
can pre-calculate the size of the rectangle based the optical system information and from the pixel
size data. It is important to note that beads close to each other may have important overlap of their
sub stack area. PSFj will only keep the brightest bead because tests revealed that if two beads are
present in an bead stack image, the fitting tends to prioritize the brightest one. In order to avoid
useless duplication, the darkest bead is filtered out from the detection.
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2.1.7 Measuring the resolution across the field of view
Once the beads are detected, they must be extracted from the image stack. A rectangle centered
on the bead is extracted by copying all the pixels contained in this rectangle from all the images
composing the stack. The cropped areas are copied into a smaller stack with the size of the rectangle.
Once this is done, each bead is fitted individually. The information concerning the position of the
bead is kept for further statistics. The position of the center of the bead is also refined using the
fitting.
2.1.8 Visualization of the results
Figure 2.8: PSFj : Result and Export screen. The screen indicates the general performance of
the microscope based on the average measured resolution across all beads.
After calculating the axial and longitudinal resolution for each bead detected in the field of view,
all parameters are computed and displayed a result page. This page displays the average resolution
compared to the theoretical ones. Other bead features are calculated like the planarity which is an
indication of the z position of the beads in the stack, and the asymmetry which is the ratio between
the maximum and minimum FHWM. Thumbnails of the the heat maps give a quick overview of the
result across the field of view. Each heatmap is individually accessible for a bigger display through
the “Heatmap” tab.
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PSFj proposes di erent exportation options : a summary report, a CSV file, bead reports and
heatmaps. The summary report gathers all results in a form of a PDF file (figure 2.9). It was
designed to hold in three pages so imaging facilities can print regular reports to track and compare
the performances of their microscopes over time. Heatmaps are set of images in di erent format
allowing the user to use the generated data for any purpose. The bead reports are long PDF files
with each page containing the results of an individual bead. It allows users to assess the quality of
individual fits and perhaps understand the reason of analysis failures. Finally, the CSV file integrates
all the data calculated for each bead in a form of a table.
Figure 2.9: Example of summary report generated by PSFj for single channel analysis.
The first page shows the average resolutions and the remind the input parameters and
information about the microscope. The other pages shows the generated heatmaps
along with x and y projections of the data.
2.1.9 Multichannel analysis and results visualization
Multichannel analysis involves using beads that emit in two di erent wavelengths. After acquiring
image stack from each channels, they are loaded in PSFj and analyzed using di erent parameters.
PSFj applies its detection algorithm on each focus plane and on each channel, therefore the output
contains two separate lists of bead results for each channel. By comparing the position of beads of
one channel to beads of the other, the associate detection results and resolution fitting coming from
the same object. By calculating the distance between the two detections, the shift is quantified and
displayed on a heatmap, highlighting local chromatic shifts in the field of view. Like shown in PSFj
publication, such analysis reveals no shift in the middle of the field of view while shifts appear in
the periphery, the direction of the shift changing depending on the position on the image. Since
the shift doesn’t appear to be global, correcting by simply shifting a whole channel of a few pixels
won’t correct the artifact. Other techniques must be used.
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Figure 2.10: PSFj Result screen for multichannel analysis. After completing a multichannel
analysis, PSFj compiles resolution information for each channel along with chromatic
shift information.
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2.1.10 Using multichannel analysis for artifact correction
Figure 2.11: Result screen of PSFj highlighting the chromatic shifts depending on the
position on the field of view. This picture shows a selection of beads, each one
taken from a di erent location on the field of view. The detections of the two channels
are superposed. In this example, one channel is colored green, the other red. When
the bead both aligns in two channel, the superposition mixes the colors and creates
a yellow bead. When, there is a shift, both green and red signal appears on the side
of the bead due to the shift.
In order to detect shifts between channels, PSFj uses the output of the multichannel analysis and
correlates the detected beads of two channel as coming from a unique bead and measures the shift
between the channels by comparing the position on the image of the two detections.
Indeed, if a bead emits in two wavelengths , the same bead has to be detected in both images.
However, both processes output two lists of bead results. These lists slightly vary because the quality
of the detection di ers from one channel to another. Since the detection can vary from one channel
to the other, and considering that beads images can be slightly shifted from one channel to the
other, associating beads that have equal positions is likely to miss many beads and to generate false
negatives. However, since it’s assumed that both beads should have similar coordinates, in order to
find the equivalent bead in the other channel, the closest bead from the other channel is searched
and associated. From these two images belonging to two di erent channels but tagged as coming
from the same bead, the shift between the channels is calculated. The operation is repeated for all
the beads, which gives information on local shift across the field of view.
An ImageJ plugin uses that information in order to correct the chromatic shifts and align one
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channel on the other by proceeding an elastic transformation on one of the channels. This ImageJ
plugin is employed in the second part of this thesis for batch image correction.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: Illustration of chromatic shift correction. Bead images where acquired and sub-
mitted to PSFj multichannel analysis. Their outputs were then used as input for
elastic transformation of the original image. The elastic transformation aligned the
second channel on the first channel. In order to represent the changes, the each
channels were colorized, one in red, the other in green, and superposed in one image.
The picture (a) shows the superposition of the two channels before correction. The
picture (b) shows the superposition of the same bead image after correction. On
the first picture, since the superposition is not perfect, traces of red and green can
be seen, each color representing the bead of their respective channel. In the second
image, the superposition of green and red create perfectly yellow beads, which shows
that the beads have been aligned and the shifts, corrected.
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2.2 ImageJFX : Towards simplified analysis workflows
As introduced before, biologists who used automated fluorescence microscope in order to conduct
medium throughput experiments often find themselves with hard drives filled with hundred of images
that they need to analyze computationally. Many biologists don’t have the scripting skills required
to analyze the data, nor the time to learn them, which forces them to rely on proposed software
solutions. Unfortunately, the freely available software solutions still require advanced skills in order to
handle their interface and create useful image analysis workflow. Additionally, few of these software
provide a way to quickly overview the data. For these reasons, I created ImageJFX, a modern user
interface (UI) for image analysis than runs on top of an ImageJ2 core. It aims to simplify exploration
of large image data sets contained in local folders, to simplify the creation of simple image processing
workflow, and to ease the use of this workflow of multiple images at once.
2.2.1 General principle
ImageJFX explores folders and indexes all the scientific images inside these folders, then o ers the
possibility to display an overview of the folder content, or to open images one by one for deeper
exploration. If an image is opened, the user can modify and process the image the same as with
other image analysis software. ImageJFX automatically saves the operations in a side panel in the
form of processing steps which together forms a mini-workflow. Each step of the mini-workflow can
be individually reconfigured using a generated interface. The user can re-run the mini-workflow with
di erent parameters or, on a di erent image. The mini-workflow can be used for segmentation as
well as for processing. Using the workflow for segmentation will automatically duplicate the image,
apply the workflow on the duplicata, and use the result of the segmentation for object analysis on
the original image. Using the mini-workflow for processing will skip the duplication step modify the
raw data. Both operations are available in batch.
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2.2.2 Global architecture
Figure 2.13: Interaction between ImageJFX and the ImageJ2 core. The user interface (UI)
relays the user requests which are processed by the core. When completed, the core
emits events which are intercepted by the UI which reacts to them, by, for instance,
creating a window, displaying an image or updating the pixels.
This new user interface for ImageJ2 plugs itself to ImageJ2 as default interface. Once registered as a
user interface, ImageJFX relay the user action requests and listens for ImageJ2 events. For instance,
if the user clicks on “Open image”, ImageJFX relays the request to the core. The core executes the
necessary logic and when the image is opened, its emits a specific event which is intercepted and
handled by the user interterface. ImageJFX then displays the image on screen and o er buttons
that allows more interaction with the core. Despite interfacing the core, ImageJFX includes new
core functionalities and pieces of user interfaces that complete the ImageJ2 core.
2.2.3 Browsing images and overviews
Microscopy dataset are often composed of multiple files which often contain themselves multiple
images. In order for the biologist to interact e ciently with its dataset, the browser should provide
overviews of the dataset or overviews of subsets of the dataset. It mean that the software should be
able to display several images coming from di erent sources on a single panel. A common example
involves querying images of a specific channel across multiple files and display then on a single panel
for quick comparison.
In order to design such a browser, reading the metadata in order to identify the structure of the
files becomes a key part of the process. Thus, as the size of biology data often exceed the amount
of available memory of common desktop computers, the browser must compress or minimize the
data before displaying it.
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Figure 2.14: Image file indexing. The metadata of an image file are extracted and inserted
in a in-memory database. A second set of entries are generated representing each
plane with it specific metadata and added to a second database. Both database are
available for query for the overview.
ImageJFX starts by scanning the folder containing the scientific images. The metadata of these
images are extracted using the library SCIFIO and stored inside a database. During the extraction,
the software only reads the beginning of the file that contain the metadata and skips any pixel
reading, letting the files unmodified and unduplicated. Once the file metadata stored, a second
database is created containing an entry for each plane contained inside the image file.
Once the file and its plane are indexed, ImageJFX examine the database in order to o ers filtering
options based on harvested metadata. Filtering panels are generated for each available metadata,
each one giving an overview about the distribution of a given variable, and enabling selection of
files or planes presenting a specific metadata value. Metadata constant over the whole dataset are
ignored and hidden in order to keeping only the relevant filtering options and avoid cluttering the
interface.
In addition of the harvested metadata, the Explorer can also o ers to gather pixels statistics
that will be used to add additional filtering options.
The filtering panel gives the possibility to the user to quickly isolate subsets of images indepen-
dently of their location and based only on their metadata. The overview also gives the possibility to
open image files or specific planes for deeper inspection.
2.2.4 Opening an image and testing workflows
Either for correction or for general processing, the biologist tries to determine the list of processing
steps that will be applied to each image and will compose the image analysis workflow. Often, this
exploration phase involves testing di erent image processing algorithms on a single image before
applying it to the whole dataset. ImageJ2 already provides such options. The software propose
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di erent algorithms to apply on images and can even record the applied algorithms in a form of
a script for further reuse. However, the syntax of the language can be quite confusing for a non
programmer. Thus, if parameters has to be changed, the biologist must reopen the image, modify
the script and re-apply the workflow.
In order, to optimize the trial-error process, ImageJFX records every actions of the user along
with their parameters and displays it as an historic. The parameters of the action can be changed
through the interface in order to re-execute the whole process with di erent parameters. These list
of actions are called mini-workflows.
Once the mini-workflow validated, these actions can be saved or exported for later use, or
directly been applied to the whole dataset. To the contrary to workflow builders which uses boxes
to interconnect, mini-workflow actions displayed in a list and directly connected. Since most actions
only have images as input and output, building the workflow becomes easier because the users avoids
dealing with the complexity of multiple input and output possibilities.
2.2.5 Processing multiple images in batch
Since ImageJ2 doesn’t handle explicitly batch image processing, a new component has been created
for this purpose. This component, which is called the Batch Processing Service, takes as input a list
of images as well as a mini-workflow previously created. As explained before, a mini-workflow is a
list of ImageJ2 actions associated with their parameters. The other specificity of the mini-workflow
is that each action both inputs and outputs an image.
During a batch processing, the Batch Processing Service loads an image, and injects it as
input of the first action. The Batch Processing Service completes the action, extracts the result of
the action and injects it to the next actions. This process is repeated until all actions have been
completed. The last output is extracted from the last action and saved on the disk. The next image
is processed in the same until all images have been processed.
In order to gain performance, the Batch Processing Service saves the previous image and loads
the next image while the current image is processed. Loading and saving images are time consuming
operations but they use few processing power. Indeed, the loading and saving times depend mostly
on the hard drive speed, not on the processing power. Therefore, reading or writing images to
the disk in parallel merely impact the performances of the main processing. By executing these
operations in parallel of the main processing, the workflow the Batch Processing Service speed up
the completion of the overall workflow. To illustrate this, the figure X shows that, when following
a linear model , only two images are processed. When following a parallel execution model three
images are processed for the same amount of time. This optimization really makes a di erence
with big datasets composed of big images where reading and writing operation are lengthy parts of
the workflow execution. However, the parallel execution model only brings significant performance
enhancement when the processing time is greater than the loading and saving time.
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Figure 2.15: Representation of workflow parallelized model. This diagrams shows how the
Batch Processing Service created for ImageJFX optimizes the workflow execution by
executing loading and saving operations while performing the image processing in
parallel.
2.2.6 Di erent ways to create and use mini-workflows
Mini-workflow can be created from multiple sources and used for di erent purposes. The easiest
way is to use the history where workflow steps can be edited and deleted and re-executed with direct
view of the result. Since mini-workflows can be used either for segmentation, correction, and general
processing, ImageJFX propose workspaces for each situation where the user can interact test and
execute the workflow. The correction workspace propose workflow steps common in fluorescence
image correction. The segmentation workspace associate di erent segmentation techniques like
simple threshold or more complicated set of steps. The batch processing o ers a more general way
to create mini-workflows. In every cases, mini-workflows can be imported, tested on one single
image and exported, and saved for later use. The advantage of multiple workspaces in this situation
it allow ImageJFX to o er more specific pieces of interface for each workspace. For instance, the
segmentation workspace o er direct visualization of the segmentation process without modifying
the image.
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Figure 2.16: History and mini-workflow modification on PSFj. An image was opened and
two actions were applied on the image. The actions were recorded and displayed in
the history panel on the right. The whole process can be repeated in one click to test.
2.2.7 Testing segmentation mini-workflows
ImageJFX provides a special environment for testing segmentation. Segmentation is a process that
detects regions of interest on an image. Considering the diversity of cell shapes and tagging tech-
niques found in microscopy images, the segmentation steps often involves processing steps specific
to the imaging conditions (e.g. Gaussian blur, projection, threshold...). The segmentation method
can be tweaked and tested on a single image interactively and then applied to multiple images. The
segmentation panel gives access to di erent segmentation methods and is fully extensible with new
UI plugins. ImageJFX proposes two main methods : using a simple threshold, or using a mini work-
flows. In order to allow segmentation flexibility, ImageJFX proposes the creation of mini-workflows
by chaining ImageJ2 operations that are executed on a copy of original image and results into a
binary masks. Once the mask created, a connected-component algorithm transform the pixels rep-
resenting the objects into shapes. The shapes are then used for object counting or to quantify the
original pixels included in the shapes. These mini-workflows can be applied in an opened image or
to images selected inside the explorer. They can be saved, exported or shared for later use.
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Figure 2.17: Segmentation workspace of ImageJFX. By clicking on “Edit workflow”, the user
can devise mini-workflows in the same way of the batch processing and apply it to
the image for test. In the segmentation workspace, the image is unmodified and the
result of the segmentation displayed as a mask on top of the image.
2.2.8 Segmenting multiple images in batch and exploring results
While many software already exists for segmentation and cell profiling, very few proposes individual
and interactive object exploration and filtering. After batch segmentation, the browser o ers the
possibility to visualize, filter, select and even plot the detected objects. ImageJFX doesn’t copy any
pixel but only the shape of the objects and link them to a position inside the image, enabling the
user to backtrace to the original image or plane to any detected object. The object also copies the
metadata associated to the image itself which add filtering options related to the image metadata.
The object shape is used to measure pixel statistics across all planes of an image, resulting to as
many entry per object as there is planes per image. These entries conserve the metadata associated
to each plane as they become available to the explorer which generates then filtering options related
to all the metadata. Subsets of objects can then be explored using the available metadata, plotted
or exported in a CSV file via the ImageJFX Explorer.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.18: Object exploration. (a) the user can see all the metadata available for object
filtering. The distribution of the is displayed for better filtering decision. (b) the
same object are plotted according to the available metadata. The user can better
visualize the distribution of the the mean values into three groups.
2.2.9 Editing images with adaptive UI
Image analysis software must provide many di erent operations and possibilities in order to cover the
all the area of image analysis. This abundance of options often results in cluttered and complicated
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user interfaces which are hard to handle for beginners without proper tutorials or courses. In order,
to make image analysis easier for beginners, we redesigned the user interface that emphasizes on
displaying the menu, options, and buttons relevant to a particular situation. This reduces the
number of possible actions displayed at a time in a screen, lowering the confusion that cluttered
interfaces produce. It preserves user productivity by keeping the UI functional without sacrificing its
accessibility for beginners. In order to organize such management of the UI, a special engine where
developed for ImageJFX.
This engine ties UI elements to di erent UI contexts. The UI context is a set of keywords
representing the data and the environment of the user. When the user interacts with its data,
ImageJFX determines the keywords associated to the currently edited data and displays the UI
elements tied to these keywords. If the data or the selected element changes, the keywords are
recalculated causing a change of the displayed UI elements. The change is animated so the user
can follow it smoothly. For instance, when changing the currently edited image, a new UI context
is calculated. Assuming the newly edited image contains multiple Z slices, the ImageJFX Menu will
show an additional menu option called “Stack” which gives access to actions and plugins related to
stacks. If the user switch to a di erent image which doesn’t contain any Z slice, the menu option
disappears. An other example is when selecting a segmented object on the image (Figure 2.19). The
UI context also changes which causes again a rearrangement of the panels. All the image related
panels disappear and new panels that enable to modify the selected object then take their place. At
the end, when facing a new situation, instead of increasing the number of panels, the UI keep their
number steady which prevents from cluttering the interface.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.19: Panel re-arrangment after object selection.
When selecting an object, hides the panels related to the image and displays panel related to the
object selected object. The picture (a) shows the ImageJFX before selection of an object. The
picture (b) shows ImageJFX after selection of an object.
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3 Discussion
During this thesis, two software were programmed and released : PSFj and ImageJFX.
PFSj assesses the quality of the microscope, thus the reliability of the data by measuring the
resolution across the field of view and by generating visualizations in a form of heatmaps. These
heatmaps o er quick and instant overviews of the microscope quality and the reports generated
by PSFj can be used by microscopy facilities for performance monitoring. Additionally, ImageJFX,
the second software programmed during this thesis, can use PSFj outputs in order to correct local
chromatic shifts.
ImageJFX runs on top of ImageJ2 and uses its capabilities in term of image processing and
plugin management. It also implements a browser that indexes scientific images located on a local
hard drive and enables the user to interact more e ciently with the dataset. The user can open
single images, create and test mini-workflows on them and export these mini-workflows for batch
processing. ImageJFX o ers di erent workspaces for devising mini-workflows for correction, general
image processing and information extraction. Thanks to it adaptive UI engine, ImageJFX can grow
in capabilities while keeping a level complexity accessible to beginners.
3.1 The downsides of mini-workflows
A mini-workflows is a list of image processing operations applied one after the other to an image. It
implies that each algorithm should input and output images. While this property simplifies workflow
building, it also restricts the possibilities for workflow creation. Indeed, some workflows may calculate
values from images and use them as input parameters for other steps of the workflow. For instance,
a user may want to calculate the median intensity value of an image and use the result as a threshold
value for an other operation.
Additionally, mini workflows don’t enable building workflows that execute grouping and reduction
operations. In these workflows, several inputs are channelled through a special operation that process
them into a single output. For instance, a reduction operation inputs several images and reduce
them into one. ImageJFX only takes operation that process one image as main input and outputs
an other image.
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3.2 Incompatibility between with ImageJ1 plugins
A reason explaining the choice of ImageJ as base for this project is the abundance of plugins it
incubated over the years. However, most of these plugins are ImageJ1 plugins, which are di erent
from ImageJ2 plugins. ImageJ1 and ImageJ2 plugins use di erent API for image processing and
for UI integration which forced to temporarily drop the support of ImageJ1 plugin in ImageJFX.
Indeed, while IJ1 plugins generates their own user interface, IJ2 plugins let this responsibility to the
user interface layer. The current distribution of ImageJ2 still operates a compatibility layer, enabling
reuse of ImageJ1 plugins. Since ImageJ2 and ImageJ1 share common GUI and organization, keeping
IJ1 plugins doesn’t impact the user experience. However, ImageJFX can hardly integrate seamlessly
IJ1 plugins to the interface. Additionally, IJ1 plugins, due to their architecture, cannot be used
e ciently in mini-workflows. Therefore, dropping support of ImageJ1 plugins lowers down the
number of available plugins. Despite this lower number, ImageJFX still supports most of image
operations proposed by the ImageJ2 on compatibility mode.
ImageJFX provides most of image data related operations already included in the ImageJ2 core:
multidimensional image manipulation, mathematical operations, Gaussian and noise reduction filters,
pixel measurement and statistic plotting. ImageJFX adds it value by simplifying segmentation,
thresholding, LUT tweaking, and overlay management inside dedicated additional panels. While
some commands disappears from the menu, their equivalents exist in other workspaces or panels.
Sadly, due to ImageJ2 plugins unavailability, FFT related actions, Gel image processing, and overlay
fitting routines are missing in ImageJFX. The detailed list of menu comparison between ImageJ2
(compatibility mode) and ImageJFX can be found in the Annexes at the section 4.2.
A method that could potentially help the integration of ImageJ1 plugins has been discussed with
the lead developer of ImageJ and should be investigated in the future.
3.3 Information extraction
ImageJFX extracts information from images mainly through segmentation, and output either object
counts or pixel quantification as tables. While these objects can be browsed using the explorer,
generating conclusion from the extracted objects often requires additional processing the tables
which are not proposed by ImageJFX. For instance, many biological workflows involve colocalization
of structures. While ImageJFX can successfully localize structures, colocalization of two objects will
require further processing and mining of the tables. This task is for now left to the biologist’s hands.
3.4 Scripting in ImageJFX
ImageJFX doesn’t propose any interface for scripting. Additionally, macro compatibility has not
been fully tested. While one of ImageJFX goals is to discharge users from learning scripting, an
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image analysis tool should still o er possibilities for advanced users who want to use scripting as a
primary approach.
3.5 Metadata enrichment
While the first versions of ImageJFX supported metadata enrichment, their support was momentarily
dropped for technical reasons. Lacking this feature prevents the user from adding relevant metadata
which are specific to the experiment. It limits the interaction with the dataset to the metadata
extracted by the software. However, this feature should resurface in the next versions as metadata
enrichment and annotation are a key for data comprehension and knowledge extraction .
3.6 Outlook and future directions
A possible direction is the implementation of PSFj inside ImageJFX. ImageJFX uses the latest
GUI technologies from which, PSFj could greatly benefit. Concerning ImageJFX itself, metadata
enrichment will be reactivated in order to allow the user to interact more e ciently with its dataset
and raise the query possibilities of the images, planes and object inside the browser. ImageJFX
will start focusing on o ering scripting capabilities for advanced users in order to convince them to
start using the platform, slowly paving the way for ImageJFX to become the default user interface
for ImageJ. Since the UI technologies behind ImageJFX enables it to run an integrated browser
inside the software, the project could focus on proposing integrated image processing tutorial and
in-app courses, helping the biologists to raise their image processing knowledge. Additionally, while
ImageJFX uses ImageJ2 as a core, it can not plug itself to ImageJ2 like other plugins. A possible
aspect of the project could focus on tightening the relationship between ImageJFX and ImageJ2
in order to use as a UI plugin. If it works, users would simply have to add ImageJFX as plugin in
order to enhance their ImageJ experience. When it comes to object segmentation, ImageJFX could
include algorithms that use neural networks for cell detection. It means that the user could train
the computer to recognize cells or specific cell structures. Using training-based segmentation inside
ImageJFX would lessen the need for complicated segmentation mini-workflows and for expertise
in image processing. An ImageJFX sub-project based on this idea has already been initiated but
still needs further work. Finally, benefiting from its current UI architecture and using ImageJ2
plugins interface, ImageJFX could grow in functionalities by proposing di erent and more specialized
workspaces without bloating the software interface.
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4 Annexes
4.1 Code, statistics, and software location
4.1.1 PSFj
PSFj totalizes 118 sources files containing 62200 e ective lines of code (spaces and blank lines
were not counted)1.
• PSFj can be downloaded at
• The code is located in
4.1.2 ImageJFX
ImageJFX totalizes about 1030 source files containing nearly 84700 e ective lines of code
(spaces and blank lines were not counted)1.
• ImageJFX can be downloaded at
• The code submitted for this thesis in located at
• The latest version can be found at
4.2 Action availability in ImageJFX
1Statistics retrieved using the tool sloc ( ) executed on the source code sub-
mitted for this thesis.
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ImageJ1 Menu entry ImageJ2 equivalent
File / New / Image... Same
File / New / Hyperstack ... File / New / Image
File / New / Text Window Not available
File / New / Internal Clipboard Not available
File / New / System Clipboard Not available
File / New / Script... Not available
File / Import / Image Same
File / Import / All others Not available
File / Export / Image... Same
File / Export / All others Not available
File / Close Same
File / Close all Same
File / Save Same
File / Revert Not available
Edit / Undo Not available
Edit / Cut Not available
Edit / Copy Not available
Edit / Copy to System Same
Edit / Paste Not available
Edit / Paste Control... Not available
Edit / Clear Not available (but possible)
Edit / Clear outside Not available (but possible)
Edit / Fill Not available
Edit / Draw Not available (but possible)
Edit / Invert Same
Edit / Selection Not available but selection handling still possible
Edit / Options Same
Edit / Options / Compatibility... Added to ImageJFX
Image / Type / 8-bit Image / Type / Change...
Image / Type / 16-bit Image / Type / Change...
Image / Type / 32-bit Image / Type / Change...
Image / Type / 32-bit float Image / Type / Change...
Image / Adjust / Canvas Size Image / Adjust / Resize...
Image / Adjust / Brightness/Contrast... Image / Adjust / Brightness/Contrast (need fix)
Image / Adjust / Window/Level... Not available
Image / Adjust / Color Balance Not available
Image / Adjust / Color Threshold.... Not available
Image / Adjust / Threshold ... Segmentation > Simple threshold
Image / Adjust / Canvas Size... Not available
Image / Adjust / Line Width... Overlay Panel > Overlay settings
Image / Show Info... Same
Image / Properties Image / Edit Axes
Image / Color / Split Channels Same
Image / Color / Merge Channels Same -> can merge more channels (check)
Image / Color / Arrange Channels... LUT Panel
Image / Color / Channels Tool... LUT Panel
Added Image / Color / Isolate channel
Added Image / Color / Extract channels
Image / Stacks / Add Slice Add Data...
Image / Stacks / Delete slice Delete Data...
Image / Stacks / Next Slice Not available
Image / Stacks / Previous Slice Not available
Image / Stacks / Set Slice... Not available
Image / Hyperstacks / New Hyperstack... New > Image...
Image / Hyperstacks / Stack to Hyperstack... Same
Image / Hyperstacks / Hyperstack to Stack Same
Image / Hyperstacks / Reduce Dimensionality... Image / Axes / Delete Axis...
Image / Crop Same
Image / Overlay / From ROI Manager Image / Overlay / From Overlay Manager
Image / Overlay / Remove Overlay Same
Image / Overlay / List Elements Not available
Image / Overlay / Flatten Same
Image / Overlay / Labels... Same
Image / Overlay / Options... Same
Image / Overlay Manager Same
Image / Lookup Tables / Invert LUT Image / Color / Invert LUT
Image / Lookup Tables / Apply LUT Image / Lookup Tables / Select...
Image / Lookup Tables / All individual LUT Image / Lookup Tables / Select…LUT Panel
Image / Axes Same
Convert Same
Convolve Same (require input support)
Image / Threshold / Apply Threshold
Same
Segmentation Panel
Image / Threshold / Project Image / Stacks / Project
Process / Smooth Same
Process / Sharpen Same
Process / Find Edges Same
Process / Enhance Contrast Not available
Process / Noise / Add Noise Same
Process / Noise / Add Specified Noise... Same
Process / Noise / Salt and Pepper Same
Process / Noise / Despeckle Not available
Process / Noise / Remove Outliers Not available
Process / Noise / Remove NaNs... Not available
Process / Shadows Same
Process / Math Same
Process / FFT Not available
Process / Filters / Convolve...
Process / Filters / Gaussian Blurs Same
Process / Filters / Median... Process / Noise / Noise Reduction / Median
Process / Filters / Mean... Process / Noise / Noise Reduction / Mean
Process / Filters / Minimum Process / Noise / Noise Reduction / Minimum
Process / Filters / Maximum Process / Noise / Noise Reduction / Maximum
Process / Filters / Unsharp Mask... Not available
Process / Filters / Variance Not available
Process / Filters / * Other 3D commands Not available
Process / Filters / Show Circular Mask Not available
Process / Batch / Measure Explore > Compute image statistics
Process / Batch / Convert Not available
Process / Batch / Macro... Explore > Process > Add &ldquo;Execute Macro&rdquo;
Process / Batch / Virtual Stack... Not available
Process / Image Calculator... Same
Process / Subtract background... Not available
Process / Repeat Command History
Analyse / Measure Analyse > Measure > Whole image statistics
Added function Analyse > Measure > Each plane statistics
Analyse / Analyse particles Same
Analyse / Summerize Not available for now
Analyse / Distribution Soon available in the explorer
Analyse / Label Not available
Analyse / Clear Results Table Window / Delete all
Analyse / Set Measurements... Not available (everything is measured)
Analyse / Set Scale... Not available
Analyse / Calibrate... Image > Edit Axes...
Analyse / Histogram Same
Analyse / Plot Profile Automatically done in the overlay Panel
Analyse / Surface Plot... Not available
Analyse / Gels Not available
Analyse / Tools Not available
Plugins / Macros / Install... Not available
Plugins / Macros / Run... Plugins / Run script...
Plugins / Macros / Edit Not available
Plugins / Macros / Startup Macros... Not available
Plugins / Macros / Record History Panel
Plugins / Shortcuts / Add Shortcut... Not available
Plugins / Shortcuts / Add Shortcut by Name... Not available
Plugins / Shortcuts / Remove Shortcut Not available
Plugins / Shortcuts / List Shortcuts Same
Plugins / Shortcuts / List Commands Same
Plugins / Utilities / Control Panel... Not available
Plugins / Utilities / Find Commands Search bar, top left
Plugins / Utilities / Search... Not available
Plugins / Utilities / Monitor Events Not available
Plugins / Utilities / Monitor Memory In the left menu, at the bottom, a bar shows memory consumption
Plugins / Utilities / ImageJ Properties Not available
Plugins / Utilities / Threads Not available
Plugins / Utilities / Benchmark Not available
Plugins / Utilities / Reset Not available
Plugins / New Not available
Plugins / Compile and Run... Not available
Plugins / Install Not available
Plugins / Browse Ops... Not available
Plugins / Debug / * Same
Plugins / Sandbox Ignored
Plugins / Scripting / Script Interpreter Same
Help Not available, contains in-app help
